
and apply said distance upon the base from r, towards 4, fig. 2, also from r towards 6, fig. 3; then through said points from r, upon th^base of figs. 2 and 3, draw the radius from the centre e to b d and a c; then draw the radius e I of figs. 2 and 3, at right angles to e b d and e a c; then take the distance in the dividers, from the centre e, fig. 1, to a or b of the concave, and c or d of the convex, and apply said distance from the centre e, fig, 2, to b and d, and Describe the arcs b z of the concave, and d x of the convex; the line z y will be the required overwOod. Let b y and d w be equal to b y and d to, fig. 1, then z x and y w will be the ends of the quadrantal part of the given plan,,fig. 2; also apply said distance from the centre e, fig. 3, to a and c, and describe the arc a u of the concave, and c v of the convex, the line u v will be the required overwood; let a 5 and c r be *equal to a s and c r, fig. 1, and u v and 5 r, will be the ends of the quadrantal part of the given plan, fig. 3, The object of throwing up the quadrantal parts, figs. 2 and 3, from the parts J5 and A, fig. 1, is because in drawing the plan for the rail full size of a circular stairs, the workman may find it difficult to obtain sufficient room for executing the moulds for the same; therefore, by throwing up the quadrantal part or segment in a more convenient place, the mould may be executed with exactness.
Fig. 6, fli g forms a right angled triangle—the distance fh is equal to 2 / of figs. 2 and 3, from the chord-lines z y and u 5, to the parallel lines m n and n m, and is obtained from the same, whether quadrantal or segment. The distance g h is to give the angjp of inclination to Ji f; the distance g li may be greater or less as the case may require; if thin stuff the greater the distance, if thick, stuff the less distance is required—in figs. 7 and 8 they are equal.
Fig. 7 shows the manner of forming an acute angle from fh g, fig. 6, or bevel for the edge of the plank, from which the lower wreath is formed.
Fig. 8 shows the manner of forming an obtuse angle from fh g, fig. 6, or bevel for the edge of the plank, from which the upper wreath is formed.

